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Abstract

Many transmission line and tower failures worldwide are attributed to high intensity winds (HIW) associated with tornadoes and
microbursts. This paper describes models for the wind velocity time–histories of transient tornado and microburst events and the
resulting loading on a lattice tower. A dynamic structural analysis has been undertaken for two HIW events, predicting a tornado-
induced shear failure, as observed in the field. However, the microburst does not produce failure, due to its lower intensity and
longer duration. Indeed, such failures, if they occur in practice, are likely to be associated with a more broad-fronted microburst
loading in which conductor loads contribute. 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When designing transmission towers with conven-
tional geometries and conductor arrangements the engin-
eer has many design codes and guides available [1–5].
These design procedures consider the mean wind loads
acting on the conductors and tower members and also
take into account the quasi-steady dynamic loads
induced by the conductors on the tower, as well as the
effects of localised “patch” loads. Despite the avail-
ability of such codes our understanding of the behaviour
of transmission lines remains incomplete [6]. In many
cases the main cause of transmission tower failure is the
loading arising under off-design conditions due to the
actions of High Intensity Winds (HIW) [7]. Indeed,
transmission tower failure due to the action of HIW is
a major and costly problem in the Americas, Australasia
and South Africa with many of the utility organisations
reporting that 80–100% of all weather-related failures
are the result of HIW. These meteorological phenomena
are localised and unpredictable, such that their structure,
scale and intensity cannot readily be measured in the
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field by conventional recording stations. It is not always
the high wind speed which causes tower failure but,
rather, the fact that the localised wind structure may
impose loads which are not normally taken into account
in the design. Such HIW may be associated with various
downbursts and microbursts, as well as mature tor-
nadoes.

In a conventional design the engineer takes into
account both the wind load on the tower and, more
importantly, the weight of the transmission conductors
and the wind load on them. From these load sources, the
line of action of the resultant transverse forces may be
determined allowing the tower to be designed such that
the internal face members act to brace the structure but
do not take significant loads themselves. For normal
wind conditions, even at high wind speeds, this arrange-
ment is adequate. However, in the case of HIW in the
form of tornadoes the wind structure may be so localised
that only the tower is significantly affected and not the
conductors. In addition, for all types of HIW the shape
of the gust may further act to change the line of action
of the wind loads, normally moving it closer to the
ground level [7]. In this radically off-design condition
tower failure may occur, sometimes initiated by collapse
of the members in the windward faces of the tower.
Since such behaviour is not accounted for within current
conventional design processes it is imperative that new
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methodologies are adopted, both for remedial action on
existing towers and for HIW-resistant design of new
lines.

Hence, a more rational design of transmission line
systems in those parts of the world where HIW are a
common occurrence needs to include assessments of
tower or conductor failure due to the effects of those
winds. Models are being developed, based upon evi-
dence of HIW occurrence and damage, in which statisti-
cal analyses of the data are used to assess the probability
of a HIW of a particular intensity and scale intercepting
a specified length of line. In the case of tornadoes, gen-
eral risk assessment models have been developed [8,9],
whilst others have been formulated for specific countries
such as South Africa [10] and Argentina [11]. Risk
assessment models for downbursts have been proposed
by a number of workers [12–14], the latter focusing upon
Australia. However, it has recently been noted [15] that
the actual physical characteristics of HIW events,
together with our ability to model them, have been a
largely neglected area of wind engineering research.

Related to the issue of risk is the question of what
then happens when a HIW impacts upon a transmission
line? What are the time–histories of the wind profiles as
the event passes the line and what are the associated
loading distributions? How do these loading histories
cause failure of the towers and what are the failure
modes? Since HIW events are very localised and each
is different in character there is little data available with
which to make such assessments. Nevertheless, it should
be possible to develop initially simple numerical models
for HIW-induced transmission line loading time–histor-
ies. The data generated may then be utilised as the input
to finite element structural analysis models. By applying
these type of loading profiles to such analysis models,
with increasing refinement, it may be possible to predict
the failure modes which are observed in the field and,
thereby, gain a greater understanding of the manner in
which such winds interact with the tower. The work
presented in this paper is intended to contribute towards
such developments.

Before discussing the wind profile models it is neces-
sary to note that the flow field associated with a tornado
is very different from that associated with a microburst.
Hence, even though the two events may be similar in
intensity and may have the potential to cause failure of
a transmission tower the actual failure modes would
probably be different. Tornadoes that extend to the
ground are characterised by strong vortical motion in the
horizontal plane, perhaps with secondary suction vorti-
ces, and these motions are convected laterally by the
local environmental wind field [16]. In contrast, down-
bursts of different scales, including microbursts, are
characterised by a “wall jet” which rapidly spreads radi-
ally outwards after touch down and may, again, be con-
vected by the ambient wind field. The basic form of

microbursts has been described [17], from observational
evidence, as being a rapid and intense downburst of air,
forming a vortex ring with a horizontal extent of less
than 4 km, which makes contact with the ground and
spreads quickly outwards. This entire process occurs
within about 2 minutes and, after ground contact, the
highest lateral wind speeds are directly beneath the ring
vortex core, typically 30–100 m above ground level.
Although downbursts may possess some rotation in the
horizontal plane [18], the magnitude of the induced
rotational wind velocities, typically of the order of 2 m/s,
would be insignificant in terms of any transmission
tower loadings.

2. The tornado model

The tornado wind field and loading model utilised
here is that conveniently presented by earlier authors
[8,19] and the reader is referred to those texts for a full
listing of the relevant equations. However, Fig. 1 shows
the basic structure of the modelled tornado for which the
equations give the three components of velocity
(tangential, radial and vertical) and their temporal and
spatial variations during the event. The model then uses
this data to predict the loading on an obstacle in the path
of a tornado, taking into account both the static drag
forces and the inertia forces due to the accelerations in
the wind flow as the event passes the site. Hence, the
overall force per unit height of the obstacle at any given
time, F(t), may be given by

F(t)5
1
2
rCdDU|U|1

p
4
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dU
dt

whereCd and Cm are the drag and inertia coefficients,
respectively,r is the air density,U is the velocity
component in the direction being considered andD is

Fig. 1. Basic wind field structure of the modelled tornado [8,19]
(R=radial velocity component,T=tangential velocity component,
W=vertical velocity component).
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the projected width of the obstacle normal to that direc-
tion. The model is very flexible in that it takes into
account the offset of the obstacle from the path of the
tornado and the angle of the front face of the obstacle
(in this case the line of the transmission conductors) to
that path. The velocity vectors, velocity gradients and
accelerations are resolved to give the horizontal velocity
components normal to the front face of the obstacle, or
normal to the transmission line (U in the x–direction),
and at right angles to this direction (V in they–direction).
Hence, the forcing time histories in those two directions,
Fx andFy, may be computed for application to the struc-
tural analysis model.

3. The microburst model

There are essentially two forms of simplified models
for the wind field associated with a downburst, namely
the “ring vortex” model [20–22] and the impinging wall
jet model [22,24]. These two approaches are illustrated
schematically in Fig. 2. The first type of model has
arisen because of the manner in which the descending
column of air forms a vortex ring prior to touching the
ground. However, after touch down it is the radial out-
flow in the form of a wall jet which dominates the wind
field, such that wall jet models have been found to pro-
vide the better representation of the fully-developed
microburst. Indeed, recent attempts to simulate scaled
microburst events in a laboratory using a large impinging
jet have shown good agreement with some of the avail-
able full-scale data [25,26].

The nature of the loading imposed on a transmission
tower by a microburst will depend upon the stage of the
development of the event when it interacts with the
tower. If the downburst is close to the ground and
approaching touch down then there may well be a sig-
nificant vertical loading component on the tower. This
may act upwards or downwards depending upon how the
microburst vortex intersects the tower and so such load-
ing patterns are very difficult to predict. However, if the
microburst has already reached the ground and is spread-
ing outward as it impinges upon the tower then the main
loading components will be in the horizontal plane. It is
this more straightforward case which is considered in
the present paper, even though it is recognised that the
maximum winds occur close to the touchdown point.

The model adopted here is that presented by previous
workers [23,24] which permits the prediction of the vari-
ation of the horizontal wind speed vector with time as
a microburst with initially defined characteristics passes
a specified place, such as the location of a transmission
tower. Here, the model is augmented to give wind pro-
files at different heights (Z) above the ground by using
a vertical profile of horizontal radial mean wind velocity
(U) of the form presented earlier in a wall jet model
[22], namely

Fig. 2. Ring vortex and impinging wall jet models for a microburst.
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where, at any given radial distance from the microburst
centre,Umax is the maximum horizontal radial velocity
within the microburst which occurs at a heightZmax

above the ground (typicallyZmax is about 60 m). This
profile is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In the present work, a modified form of the tornado
loading model described earlier is utilised to give the
microburst-induced loads. This is achieved by using the
same basic equations for deriving the flow accelerations
from the temporal and spatial variations of the wind
velocity but with small modifications to allow the use
of the microburst wind field data as the input. The same
loading equations are then used to give the forcing time
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Fig. 3. Vertical profile of the horizontal radial outflow wind speed
associated with a microburst.

histories from the horizontal velocity field. Since only a
well-developed microburst is being considered here, as
a wall–jet, the vertical component of the velocity and
the temporal and spatial rates of change of that compo-
nent are ignored. In both models only the large-scale
motions associated with the HIW event are considered
so that smaller-scale wind turbulence is neglected.
Hence, the gust velocities are neglected such that the
spatial and temporal rates of change are effectively mean
windspeed gradients.

4. Details of the modelled tower

Before computing the wind fields and loading histor-
ies associated with microburst and tornado events it is
important to assess how those loads may be transmitted
to the tower. In the present work the tower chosen to
illustrate the application of the model is a CEGB type
Blaw Knox L6 standard height lattice tower [27], for
which a structural analysis model using the finite
element code ABAQUS [28] had, conveniently, pre-
viously been implemented [29]. As part of that research,
the wind-induced foundation loads have also been moni-
tored on a full-scale tower in the UK. Although such a
tower is not normally located in regions of regular HIW
occurrence, it is adopted here simply as a representation
of a generic lattice tower.

The modelled tower, which has a height of 50.5 m
and a square base area of 9.1×9.1 m, is illustrated in Fig.
4. The mean height of the conductors above ground level
is 30 m and the typical effective conductor span is 341
m between adjacent towers along the line [29].
ABAQUS three-dimensional beam elements type B31

Fig. 4. Outline of the modelled lattice transmission tower.

have been employed to model the tower members. A
relatively small value for the moment of inertia has been
used for the beam elements in order to keep the bending
and torsional stiffness at both ends of the members close
to zero. This simulates almost pinned connections for
the structural model that is close to the real connection
response exhibited in the actual structure [30]. The
cross-sectional areas of the modelled members are the
same as the real members. By using a low bending stiff-
ness and the true axial stiffness, the tower members are
modelled as truss elements, the behaviour of which
includes a full post-buckling response. The restraining
influence of the transmission conductors has been
included in the tower model and the self-weight of the
conductors and tower are also incorporated in the analy-
sis. However, strain hardening and the strain dependence
in the material has not been considered for the beam
elements.

The numerical model has been used to obtain the
response of the tower to the tornado and microburst wind
loads and to investigate the possibility of a dynamic fail-
ure in the structure. An implicit, incremental, direct inte-
gration approach has been used for this purpose, which
allows modelling of the tower inertia forces. The direct
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integration method is necessary to maintain numerical
stability when non-linear responses are expected. With
this method all of the equations of motion of the system
are integrated through time. The results of the current
time increment are used as the initial conditions for the
solution of the equations of motion in the next time
increment. Furthermore, when the structural system is
dynamically sensitive and liable to large non-linearity
or dynamic instability, very small time increments are
required when running the program. For dynamically
sensitive structures, such as the tower model
(particularly under the tornado wind loading), a con-
siderable amount of time is needed for each single analy-
sis.

A small amount of mass damping has been incorpor-
ated into the numerical model. This does not appreciably
affect the overall response of the model but serves to
damp an initial vibration that occurs as a result of the
application of a small step load at the start of the time
history.

In this study the possibility of structural failure due
to an extreme wind load has been investigated. With an
implicit direct integration approach, if the response of a
structure to a dynamic excitation is bounded it is con-
sidered that the excited structure remains stable and no
failure occurs. An unbounded response indicates the
propagation of dynamic instability in the system. For a
multi-degree of freedom system an exact solution for the
dynamic limit point load does not exist and so only mini-
mum guaranteed critical loads can be evaluated.

In the present work, for computing the total wind load
on the structure the solid area of each face of the lattice
tower was determined and a drag coefficient of 3.0
applied to the area of one face. This is approximately
the value specified in Fig. 4.3(a) of the UK Code of
Practice for a lattice tower with a solidity ratio of 18%
[31] and takes into account the shielding of the leeward
members by the windward ones. If a sensible drag coef-
ficient of 2.0 is taken for the typical right-angle members
utilised in the tower [32:31], then the overall value
applied indicates that the leeward members take about
1/3rd of the total load which would seem reasonable.
The full computed load is applied to the tower, implying
a gust factor of 1.0, as recommended by the ASCE
guidelines concerning tornadic winds [5]. The choice of
a value for the inertia coefficient is not obvious since it
should be determined experimentally. However, pre-
vious work [19] suggests that a value close to unity is
appropriate and, hence, in the present model an inertia
coefficient of 1.0 is implemented. It is rather time-con-
suming and, hence, not very practical to directly com-
pute the individual loads in each member of the tower
from the loading time histories. Rather the tower is div-
ided into six vertical sections, approximately equal in
height as shown in Fig. 4, and the overall loadings on
these “patches” computed in the longitudinal orx–direc-

tion (normal to the conductors) and the transverse ory–
direction (parallel to the conductors and including the
cross-arms of the tower).

Both thex and y components of the wind load have
been used simultaneously in the dynamic analysis. The
time history of the load has been introduced into the
program using the AMPLITUDE option in ABAQUS.
At every time increment the incident wind load at each
section has been applied at the corner nodes of the hori-
zontal plan bracing existing at that level, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. Each front node receives 1/3rd of the load
acting at that level and each back node 1/6th of the load.
For these narrow-fronted HIW only the wind loading on
the tower is included since typical HIW-induced damage
of transmission lines indicates [7] that the contribution
to the tower loads from the conductors is secondary
under these conditions. Whilst this assumption is prob-
ably satisfactory when considering tornado loads, it is
not strictly appropriate for the much larger-scale
microburst events.

5. Details of the modelled tornado and microburst

Two events have been studied, namely one tornado
and one microburst. Both have been deliberately chosen
to be severe events, typically F3 on the Fujita scale [33],
but, clearly, it is not possible to make a direct compari-
son between the severity of these two distinct types of
storm event. The tornado modelled here is similar to that
used by a previous worker [19] and has a maximum tan-
gential velocity above the boundary layer of 90 m/s, a
core radius of 60 m and a translational velocity of 20
m/s within an environmental wind which has a velocity
of 20 m/s at a height of 10 m. The thickness of the
boundary layer outside the tornado is 460 m and the
thickness of the boundary layer within the tornado
increases in an exponential and asymptotic manner from
zero at the core to the external value at a large distance

Fig. 5. Application of the wind loading to the tower.
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from the tornado. This is illustrated by the dashed line
in Fig. 1. The height of the boundary layer at any radial
location within the tornado is defined by the point where
the radial velocity becomes zero. The track of the event
is such that the eye of the tornado passes at right angles
across the transmission line at a distance of 50 m from
the nearest tower. Hence, the upwind face of the tower
is also normal to the tornado path. The configuration is
illustrated in Fig. 6. It is recognised that, in many practi-
cal cases of tower failure, the axis of the tornado will
be far from the vertical direction when it interacts with
the tower, thereby inducing different loading distri-
butions. In addition, the main tornado may have many
smaller suction vortices which will also influence the
loading. Nevertheless, for the initial study presented here
only a single tornado with a vertical axis is investigated.
The duration of the tornado interaction with the tower
is very brief and so the time step for the tornado wind
field prediction was taken to be 0.1 seconds (giving step
intervals of 2 m for the horizontal translation of the
tornado).

The modelled microburst is similar to that presented
by other workers [23], which was based upon a real
event. Although wind speeds of up to about 70 m/s have
been recorded in microbursts it is evident that the
maximum speeds may be somewhat higher in unre-
corded events or in those where the recording instrumen-
tation was damaged or destroyed. Hence, a maximum
radial speed of 80 m/s is adopted for the present case.
In addition, a translational speed for the event of 20 m/s
has been chosen as being broadly representative of field

Fig. 6. Schematic of the modelled tornado characteristics and path
relative to the tower.

data [23], as well as providing a degree of similarity
with the modelled tornado. Since it has been noted [17]
that a microburst may have an overall diameter of about
2 km (encompassing the whole downward “jet”), a core
radius of 650 m has been used in the present case. This
is effectively the distance from the core to a low baro-
metric pressure ring within the microburst. From the
analysis and field data of previous work [23] a character-
istic radial length scale of 350 m has been adopted for
the model in order to provide the correct shape for the
radial velocity profile. This value is of the order of half
the core radius and represents the distance outward from
the core radius to where the high pressure ring occurs.
The life time for a microburst may be as short as five
minutes after touch down [17] and so, based on the
assumption that after this time the radial velocity has
reduced to 20% of its original maximum value, this gives
a time scale of 200 seconds for the model. The radial
length scale and the time scale are both inputs into the
model equations [23] to give the microburst the correct
radial velocity profile and decay rate (lifetime), as
observed in nature. A reasonable value [17,22] for the
height above the ground to the location of the maximum
radial velocity in the microburst is about 60 m and this
is used in the present calculations. The computations
presented here are for a microburst which touches down
some 1.5 km upstream of the transmission line and is
then convected along a path which passes at right angles
to the conductors such that the microburst centre passes
at a distance of 100 m from the nearest tower. Hence,
again, the windward face of the tower is normal to the
path. The microburst event is of longer duration than
that of the tornado and, therefore, one second interval
time steps have been used in the calculations (giving step
intervals of 20 m for the horizontal translation of the
microburst). The microburst configuration is shown in
Fig. 7.

6. Predicted wind fields and loads

The U and V horizontal components of the velocity
time history for the tornado, occurring at a height above
the ground corresponding to the centre of the top analy-
sis region (section 1, shown in Fig. 4), are given in Fig.
8, together with theW vertical component. The compu-
tations commenced with the tornado located 1 km
upwind of the tower and, after about 40 seconds, the
tower begins to be influenced by the tangential compo-
nent of the tornado, giving rise to an increase in the lat-
eral (V) component wind speed. At about 48 seconds the
V component reaches a peak and then decays to close
to its original value by 50 seconds when the other two
components reach their peaks. TheU component achi-
eves a maximum of about 115 m/s which is greatly in
excess of that achieved in the microburst case, described
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the modelled microburst characteristics and path
relative to the tower.

Fig. 8. Time history of the tornado wind speed components at centre
of Section 1 of the tower.

below. The corresponding loadings on the highest sec-
tion of the tower (section 1, Fig. 4), which includes the
top pair of cross-arms, are given in Fig. 9. In this case
both the normal and lateral loadings are significant,
although the excess loads persist for only about 10
seconds with the normal direction force reaching a peak
of about 240 kN.

The horizontal components of the velocity time his-

Fig. 9. Time history of the tornado horizontal wind loading compo-
nents acting on Section 1 of the tower.

Fig. 10. Time history of the microburst horizontal wind speed
components at the centre of Section 1 of the tower.

tory for the microburst, occurring at the centre of the
highest “patch”, are shown in Fig. 10. These indicate
that the effect of the decaying event as it passes the
tower lasts for about 140 seconds. The lateral velocity
component is rather weak but the normal component
reaches a peak of about 70 m/s after about 40 seconds
from the time of touch down. The corresponding total
loading on the highest section of the tower, which, again,
includes the top pair of cross-arms, is shown in Fig. 11.
This indicates that a normal force on the tower, in excess
of that due to ambient wind conditions in the absence
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Fig. 11. Time history of the microburst horizontal wind loading
components acting on Section 1 of the tower.

of the microburst, persists for about 60 seconds. This
force varies with time and reaches a peak of about 75
kN.

The wind speed and loading time histories show very
smooth profiles since, as mentioned earlier, other,
smaller, scales associated with turbulent fluctuations
have been neglected. It is necessary to note that these
fluctuations, which may have frequencies closer to the
natural frequencies of the structure (of the order of 2.2
Hz [29]), may also influence the response of the tower
and, thereby, produce more critical results.

7. Response of the structure

The tower model has been examined under three dif-
ferent dynamic wind loads. The first of these is the tor-
nado horizontal wind loading, whilst the second is the
microburst wind load. In the third analysis 50% of the
tornado load has been applied. The full tornado wind
load creates unbounded responses signifying failure in
the structure. In Fig. 12 the displacement time history at
the top of the tower in thex–direction is shown, together
with the time history of the total horizontal load in the
x–direction. It can be seen that the structure shows an
initial quasi-static response before becoming unbounded
prior to the time of the peak load. The time history of
the displacement at the top of the tower in they–direc-
tion and the total horizontal load in the same direction
are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen from Fig. 12 Fig.
13 that when the displacement in thex–direction is
becoming unbounded, they–displacement remains in a
bounded state. Hence, it is clear that the failure of the
tower takes place in thex–direction.

Fig. 12. Displacement of the top of the tower in thex–direction due
to the tornado loading.

Fig. 13. Displacement of the top of the tower in they–direction due
to the tornado loading.

Two principal actions, namely overturning bending
and horizontal shear, are produced in the structure by
the horizontal wind loads. Examination of the post fail-
ure shapes of the structure reveals that the total horizon-
tal shear force has caused failure in the structure. The
failure occurs in a horizontal plan bracing section at the
top of Section 5, as indicated in Figs. 14 and 15. The
global shear force creates axial compression in some of
the main members of this horizontal plan bracing. When
this axial load exceeds the limit point load of the individ-
ual members, buckling takes place. As can be observed
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Fig. 14. Failure shape of the tower under the modelled tornado load-
ing.

from the deformed shapes, at first one of the edge mem-
bers in thex–direction of the plan bracing and on the
leeward side of the tower, buckles. It can be seen that
this buckling produces large horizontal deformation at
the node in the middle of the member that is not
restrained in the horizontal plane. After this, failure in
the edge member in thex–direction occurs and the edge
member in they–direction on the leeward side of the
tower also becomes unstable. Later, the interior members
of the plan bracing fail in both thex and y directions.
Failure of these bracing members produces large defor-
mations at some horizontally unrestrained nodes. These
deformations create successive buckling in other vertical
and diagonal members. The last and, probably, critical
failure occurs in the main tower leg, on the leeward side.
This column carries a considerable compressive load and
its instability creates a global collapse of the tower.

Fig. 15. Detail of the failure at the plan bracing between Sections 4
and 5.

The structural failure described above takes place in
the second level of plan bracing in the tower above the
ground (Section 5) and not at the first level (Section 6).
The computations of the wind load show that the total
horizontal shear force at the second level of the plan
bracing (that is, the sum of the horizontal shear loads
above this level) is almost the same as the horizontal
shear applied at the first plan bracing section. However,
the first horizontal plan bracing is considerably stiffer
than the second one and so this makes the latter more
vulnerable to failure produced by the wind-induced hori-
zontal shear forces. In the higher levels of plan bracing
there is a significant reduction in the applied horizontal
shear force. The mode of failure outlined here appears
to be in agreement with some of the field observations
of collapsed towers [7] in which localised failure is fol-
lowed by an overturning of the upper sections of the
tower which generally remain undamaged by the wind.

As mentioned earlier, the response of the structure
becomes bounded when the applied loads are lower than
the minimum guaranteed critical load. When subjected
to 50% of the tornado wind load, the load and deflection
time histories at the top of the tower in thex and y–
directions are as plotted in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively.
Although high displacements can be seen in the response
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Fig. 16. Displacement of top of tower in thex–direction due to 50%
of the tornado load,

Fig. 17. Displacement of top of tower in they–direction due to 50%
of the tornado load.

close to the peak load, the displacements remain
bounded at all times.

The response of the tower to a horizontal microburst
wind load is shown in Fig. 18. It can be seen that the
displacement reaches its maximum at the time of the
maximum total load. The displacement remains pro-
portional to the applied load throughout the time history
and, hence, no significant non-linearity has occurred in
the structure. Hence, a quasi-static response occurs with
this kind of loading history, such that any failure associa-
ted with a microburst is more likely to be due to other
influences. These may be either the additional effects of

Fig. 18. Displacement of top of tower in thex–direction due to the
microburst loading.

the smaller-scale fluctuations within the microburst
structure, or the result of a broader-fronted, high-magni-
tude loading pattern that will include significant loading
contributions from the conductors. However, these
aspects remain the subject of further investigations.

8. Concluding remarks

The present work forms the starting point for a more
detailed parametric study of the loading and response of
transmission towers due to tornadoes and microbursts.
In particular, it is intended to examine the effects of the
scale and intensity of the HIW events and the path of
the event relative to the tower. In addition, the influence
of the conductor loads and the effects of HIW on other
types of tower structure need to be studied, particularly
guyed mast towers which are common in many areas
where HIW events are a regular occurrence.

It is clear that both the wind loading models for the
meteorological events and the subsequent structural
analysis for the tower presented here contain many sim-
plifications. Nevertheless, the results from the predic-
tions are encouraging in that the tornado failure appears
to concur well with evidence from the field, whilst the
effect of the microburst is clearly less severe in the form
modelled here. It is anticipated that the models and
analysis used in this study will be refined during the
course of further investigations.
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